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Introduction
Evaluating OCR software on public corpora [RJN96, PCH93] helps to compare distinct OCR systems, to obtain a better picture of the accuracy that can be expected in distinct application contexts, it points to existing deficiencies and shortcomings. OCR data sets helps to compare the strengths and weaknesses of distinct postcorrection strategies. Successful postcorrection techniques can be integrated into future generation OCR systems.
Still, a comparative evaluation of OCR software and techniques for postcorrection of OCR results is difficult since only a small number of corpora are freely available that are appropriate for this task [PH95, RN96, KV00] . Most of these corpora are composed of English documents. On the other hand, problems for OCR recognition and interesting postcorrection tasks in particular arise from special languages and alphabets [BW97] . Here test corpora are available only in a few cases [PH95, DH97] . The need to prepare OCR test corpora for non-English languages is emphasized, e.g., in [GHHP97] . In the ideal case, these corpora should be representative w.r.t. contents and formats, which means that a broad range of contents, genres and documents types should be covered. The collection of new corpora along this line is time consuming and expensive.
In this paper we describe the Sofia-Munich corpus of scanned paper documents, which was designed and built up for the above-mentioned tasks in our groups in the framework of a two-years project centered around postcorrection of OCR results. Motivated by the need to support document analysis techniques in Eastern European countries, the project had a special focus on problems for OCR systems caused by mixed Cyrillic-Latin alphabet input. The major part of the corpus (2306 files) consists of Bulgarian documents. Many of these documents come with Cyrillic and Latin symbols. A smaller corpus with German documents has been added. The complete corpus is freely available for academic groups and use.
The corpus comes with a file that collects metadata for each document. As a special feature that drastically simplifies all kinds of evaluation tasks, reconstructions of the original texts (ground truth data) have been prepared for hundreds of pages. Since the corpus contains image files and OCR recognition results, a comparative evaluation of both OCR systems and postcorrection methods is directly supported by aligning ground truth data with recognition results. Suitable alignment software can be obtained from the authors.
In the remainder of the paper we describe the structure of the corpus and add technical details about file formats and other kind of useful meta-information. We also summarize and illustrate the typical problems and errors that were observed when applying modern commercial OCR software to convert the documents to symbolic electronic form. Interestingly, in the Bulgarian part, special errors caused by Cyrillic letters represent a serious problem. This again illustrates the need to have suitable OCR test data sets for distinct languages and alphabets.
Size and composition of the corpus
The Sofia-Munich corpus is structured along the standards of the Brown Corpus ( [KF67] 1990-1999 (2000-2004) .
The German subcorpus contains excerpts (312 image files) from 128 documents collected from enterprises and organisations.
The complete collection includes faxes, type writer documents, laser and matrix printer texts, and copies.
For each document, a written agreement/declaration (signed by a representative of the organisation or company that contributed the document) exists stating that the document may be distributed for evaluation.
Technical features
Each image files is stored in Portable Network Graphic (png) format and either represents one page from a document representing a collection of separate sheets, or two consecutive pages from a magazine, newspaper, journal, or book. Document excerpts have been scanned with 256 scales of grey at 600 dpi. The used scanner was HP Scanjet 5470C driven by HP Precisionscan Pro. Symbolic textual files are stored in Ascii. Our alignment software is written in Java.
Meta information on paper documents
Detailed information on each image file/document is stored in a table with 20 attributes that cover all kinds of useful meta data. The attributes are: the unique identifier of the image file, the name of the background document, the author of the document (if available), the year where the document was created (if available), the number of pages of the complete document, the number of scanned pages, the source (company, organisation or person that provided the document), the number of the agreement/declaration (cf. Sec. 2) for the document, a Boolean value "translated" indicating if the document is translated, the name, size and color of the main font used in the document, a Boolean value indicating if different font 
OCR-recognition, ground truth data and error analysis
Each png file was processed using a standard commercial OCR software. The resulting textual file containing the OCR recognition result is included in the corpus. For 312 image files from German documents, a reconstruction of the original text (ground truth data) has been prepared using interactive postcorrection.
In the Bulgarian part, before preparing ground truth data, the error rate (percentage of words with recognition errors) was estimated, manually comparing OCR output and original files. Table 1 shows the error rates that were observed for documents from distinct periods 1 . For each excerpt with an estimated error rate between 1% and 30%, ground truth data for one image file have been prepared. The number of such excerpts is 223.
1 For some documents, periods had to be estimated.
Error analysis for Bulgarian doc-
uments with error rate 1-30% Tables. As a general rule, textual contents of tables were not recognized very well.
Column segmentation. Wrong column segmentation often arises from newspaper and magazine pages were pictures induce a difficult page segmentation. In some cases, two columns were interpreted as one.
Low contrast and blurring. For texts with low contrast and blurring, recognition results in general are poor.
Low print quality. Some type writer texts produce blurred letters and irregular spaces. This may lead to recognition results where letters are wrongly classified and merged. Also words may be merged (s.b.) .
In what follows it should be noted that the input documents are dominated by Cyrillic letters. Hence, not surprisingly, many error patterns are of a specific nature, demonstrating that recognition of Cyrillic letters in specific fonts is still far from optimal. 
Error patterns

Cyrillic to Latin symbol substitution.
OCR software was configured for mixed Bulgarian-English input. Nevertheless, in almost 50% of the sample documents, Cyrillic letters were substituted by Latin letters. In one article, almost 200 of these errors were found. This confusion of alphabets sometimes affects single symbols, in other cases complete words. Most problematic are the fonts "Universum" (largely used in Bulgarian newspapers and magazines) and "Times new Roman".
Cyrillic to Cyrillic/unknown symbol substitution. Errors of this kind are again frequently found in documents printed in "Universum".
Cyrillic to digits, capitals, symbols. Cyrillic letters were also recognized as digits, punctuation marks, numbers, and lower-case Cyrillic letters were recognized as uppercase (Cyrillic or Latin) letters.
Symbol merges and splits. Merged symbols are typical for typewriter text because of distinct spaces between consecutive letters. We found up to 10 errors of this form per document. Split letters mainly arise from "Universum", where one Cyrillic letter is recognized as two Latin letters. Sometimes, numerical symbols and others are found in the recognition result.
Word merges and splits. These errors are rather exceptional and again typical for type writer texts. Table 2 : Symbol error rate (S-ER), word error rate (W-ER), Cyrillic-Latin symbol confusion rate (C/L-ER), and number of excerpts for distinct fonts (Ti = Times, Ar = Arial, Un = Universum) and document types (TW = type writer, Mix = mixed font documents).
Hand writing between the words may lead to merges. Split words occur in texts printed with a matrix printer, where sometimes all letters of a word are separated. False friends. We observed 89 false friends (erroneous words accidently representing entries of a dictionary). Table 2 summarizes the analysis of 145 representative excerpts of a particular font/document type.
Error analysis for German documents
Among 312 image files of German documents, for 139 we observed a word error rate up to 1%. For 129 (44) files, the error rate is between 1%-30% (beyond 30%).
Conclusion
The preliminary evaluation results described above show that special errors caused by Cyrillic letters -in particular the confusion of Cyrillic letters with Latin letters -seriously deteriorate OCR accuracy. This problem illustrates that results on OCR accuracy for English texts cannot be simply generalized to Eastern European texts written in Cyrillic alphabet, and emphasizes again the need to have suitable OCR test data sets where recognition of Cyrillic letters and mixed alphabets can be studied. The Sofia-Munich corpus represents an initial step. With the free distribution of the corpus for academic institutions and use we hope to motivate other groups to contribute to future extensions. After finding the aforementioned errors in the corpus, we also looked at suitable postcorrection techniques. With an adaption and refinement of our existing postcorrection system to mixedalphabet input, a significant reduction of error rates could be achieved. These results are described in a forthcoming paper [RSML05] .
